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Attention Given the complexity of the problem, we encourage students from both engineering 
science and law to collaborate to form a stronger presentation. There are no school boundaries 
meaning your team can be comprised of students from various universities. It is up to you to 
build the best team (3 to 5 talented students)! 
 
PURPOSE 
 
The Environmental Challenge gives student teams the opportunity to develop solutions to an 
environmental problem and have the experience of presenting their solution to a panel of 
environmental professionals. We do not give you a lot of numbers to crunch. We are more 
interested to hear about the issues involved, how you interpreted the problem, how you got to 
your conclusions, and how well you can communicate and defend your thoughts. We want you 
to learn and have fun! This exercise gives us all a chance to participate and gets the 
professionals of tomorrow to interact with the professionals of today.  
 
 
PROBLEM 
 

Actual Events  

Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) recently revoked all permits issued to 
the Dan A. Hughes Company L.P. (Hughes) to operate an oil exploration and drilling operation 
in Collier County, Florida. Information of this issue is readily available on the web. Further, the 
Collier County Commission has entered into legal action against FDEP for various concerns of 
FDEP actions to halt Hughes operations and subsequent related FDEP actions (e.g., notices of 
violations) against Hughes.   
 

Team Challenge 

The Collier County Commissioners have been questioned by the media as to the cost of the 
potential legal challenge and whether the cost of litigation is in the best interest of the county.  
The Collier county Commissioners are holding a meeting at the behest of the public after the 
media inquiry.  Your team will present at the upcoming meeting to be held by the Collier County 
commissioners.   
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You have been hired by a new collaborative Federal action committee created by the 
Department of Energy and the Department of the Interior to promote energy development (in 
any form) within the U.S.  Your team has not been given an agenda other than to present at the 
meeting as an independent voice which promotes energy development in the U.S.  You team 
can argue as professional engineers and attorneys in support of the county litigation or against it 
on the basis of your “solution.”   
 
A primary focus of your team engineers and attorneys should be to propose a solution that will 
hopefully satisfy all parties and provide some form of energy development that equates to that 
allowed by the Hughes operation.  
  
Your team can build its arguments using all means available.  
 
Given your team is comprised of both legal and engineering, the team should confer and ensure 
that both the legal and the engineering aspects of its arguments are sound. 
 
At the presentation meeting, potential attendees may include: 
 

1. The media 
2. FDEP officials 
3. EPA officials   
4. concerned citizens 
5. politicians 
6. Hughes company representative(s) 
7. Non-governmental organizations 

 
 
ASSIGNMENT 
 
The project teams are to provide a proposal of its position/solution and then present at the 
AWMA conference in a venue simulating the Collier county commission hearing. As noted 
above, the environment will simulate the hearing environment and a number of parties are likely 
to be present. The proposal write-up guidelines are defined in a separate document, “FLAWMA 
Student Challenge Proposal Criteria.” 
 
In summary and as noted above, the team must: 
 

1. Prepare to argue whether this legal action is in the best interest of the county from an 
environmental and business perspective. 
 

2. A primary focus of your team engineers and attorneys should be to propose a solution 
that will hopefully satisfy FDEP, Collier County commissioners, and provide some form 
of energy development that equates to that allowed by the Hughes operation.  Your 
solution must not necessarily include Hughes in the solution but you should consider that 
as an option.  
 
Your engineering and legal “solution” can either promote the drilling project, or 
recommend any form of equivalent energy development within Collier County. Clearly, 
your discussion should be based on the pros and cons of the drilling operation relative to 
other forms of energy development as an aspect of the solution. You should consider in 
your energy development solution a comparison of options that is as broad as possible 
and accounting for all aspects of environment and society –even beyond Collier county. 
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3. Be ready to promote and defend your position. 
 
   
EXPECTATIONS 
 
You will be required to write a proposal of your solution and present your solution in a public 
forum.  Clarity of vision and logic of presentation are critical.  Remember you can come up with 
assumptions, but they need to be able to pass the straight face test.  This is effectively, the real 
world! 
 
We have the following expectations with regard to both your Proposal and Presentation. 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The Proposal is detailed in a separate document, “FLAWMA Student Challenge Proposal 
Criteria.” Expectations for the Proposal include identifying team members by name and their 
roles (e.g., “Rusty Steele” is going to be engineer and will address waste issues; “Noah Lott” is 
going to be your air expert; “Seymour Greene” is going to be your ‘planner’; and “Laura Order” is 
going to be your attorney, etc. - put in disciplines you think will be needed).  Include an outline of 
the approach you are going to take in the Proposal and the issues that will be discussed. 
 
The Proposal submittal deadline is midnight EST, October 15, 2013, and shall be submitted 
to Max Lee (mlee@kooglerassociates.com).  The proposal shall include key elements such as 
areas of expertise, issues to be addressed, and the general approach to the project.  The 
proposal should be in summary form and limited to two pages.  Proposal quality will factor into 
competition judging. 
 
PRESENTATION 
 
Your team will need to demonstrate your understanding of the issues that you addressed in your 
proposal.  While faculty guidance may be sought, you must present an approach to solving this 
problem based on your own research and work.  Winning will hinge on approach, clarity and 
creativity. 
 
Presentations will be held on Wednesday, October 29 4:00 p.m.  A final schedule will be 
prepared once the total number of teams competing is known.  Be present at least 20 minutes 
prior to the scheduled start time.  A projector and laptop (with Microsoft Power Point) will be 
provided.  Please bring a flash drive (memory stick) so your presentation can be loaded onto the 
laptop.  You will be allowed a maximum of 20 minutes to present.  After your presentation you 
must remain available to answer questions for up to 20 minutes. 
 
THE TWEAK 
 
On October 24th a tweak will be emailed to the competing teams.  This tweak will require 
the team to address an additional factor to the problem stated above. 
 

As a helpful comparative reference, the 2013 problem and tweak will be posted at the website 
 
 
 

You can email your questions regarding the Assignment and tweak.   
Max Lee (mlee@kooglerassociates.com) 

Significant questions and answers will be posted at www.flawma.com 


